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Joan Centering Meditation:  Well, Good afternoon, everyone.  Welcome back.   
We’re delighted to start this next exciting Journey together. 
 
So, if everyone will please take a deep breath….. 
Be very centered in your heart and in your Sacred Heart Center….. 
Another breath….. 
Be present in this moment….. 
Be present in your Light Body… be aware of it….. 
 Drawing from your Merkaba Vehicle vast Iterations of Light……………….... 
 
And now let us return to our Crucible… 
Taking our seat..… 
Being present with all the Great Beings who are part of our Crucible 
 and who support us in these massive activations  
 that we are receiving in this time together….. 
Being in a state of Gratitude to those Beings and their assistance… 
 Gratitude to ourself for the Journey we have taken….... 
 
Another deep breath…… 
And let us prepare to receive this next process now……….. 
   
 
 
The 12th Dimensional Beings representing the Elements     [through Melainah] 
 
[2:46]  AIR:  THE WINGED ONES 
 
Greetings, Beautiful Ones.   
We are the Winged Ones.   
We are with you today representing the Element of Air. 
We are delighted to begin this process with you. 
 
We are most pleased to see that you have worked so diligently these past five years to 
raise your frequency level and Light quotient to where it is now.  
 
So, please open your Sacred Heart and receive… 
 
As we are honored to gift to you the Holographic, Etheric Imprint of the 12th 
Dimensional Light Frequencies of the Element of Air………… 
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[4:04]  AIR:  THE WINGED ONES, cont’d 
 
As you receive all of these Light Codes today,  
 allow them to first be received by your Light Body… 
 and then into your mental and emotional bodies… 
 and then allow them to softly merge with your physical body……. 
All aspects of you are being imprinted……. 
 
Now as you take these Light Codes into your Sacred Heart, 
 allow the frequencies to move throughout your entire Being….. 
 
So, Sound currents are brought to you on the invisible waves of the Air  
 that surrounds you….. 
 
These Sacred Codes of the Air Element carry the whispers of our ancestors to you….. 
 
In your physicality, you will know the Element of Air as a gentle breeze on your cheek 
 or as the air moves through your hair.   
This can be cooling and nurturing, or it can be fierce and strong,  
 blowing away all that is not grounded or needed….. 
 
You can use all the aspects of the Air Element for support your creations  
 or to assist you in moving through or around things that no longer serve you….. 
 
As you integrate these higher frequencies of the Air Element,  
 they will be available for you to use in each Dimensional Realm you are playing in…… 
 
The Energetics of all the Light frequencies you receive today will take some time  
 to assimilate into your Unified Field.   
And we will return at a future time to give you more….. 
 
We thank you for receiving us and the Sacred Code of the Element of Air….. 
 
But before we step back, we would like you to know that all of the Sacred Codes you are 
receiving today are being offered to you in a state of Grace, vibrating within the Element 
of Love. 
 
Blessings, Dear Ones! 
 
[Pause] 
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[7:49]  WATER:  THE WHITE WHALE-DOLPHIN 
 
Gentle Ones,  
 
We are joining you today as the White Whale and the White Dolphin,  
 representing the Element of Water… 
 
We are most pleased to gift to you the Holographic, Etheric Imprint of the 12th 
Dimensional Light frequencies of the Element of Water…… 
 
As you are receiving these Light Codes, 
 Allow yourself to float in the feeling of being embraced by the Water……. 
 
Feel the water move within your body……. 
 
Allow the flow and the frequency of both the within and the without  
 to come into resonance……. 
 
Breathe in, breathe out gently……. 
 
Feel the Peace and Calmness embracing YOU……. 
 
In this moment, enjoy the Balance you are receiving and experiencing……. 
 
 
This beautiful Element can assist you in many ways: 

 Water can be purifying to your physical body as well as your emotional and 
mental bodies… 

 Call on the Consciousness of the Water Element within you to remove all that is 
not in alignment… 

 Now the Water Element has Magnetic properties.   
So bring it in to support all of your creations…. 

 Water is powerful, and it sustains you……. 
 
Receive the Grace that is flowing to you and through you now……. 
 
Thank you for receiving us today. 
 
Blessings! 
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[11:22]  FIRE:  THE WHITE FIRE DRAGON 
I am the White Fire Dragon, and I am delighted to be with you once again. 
I am here representing the Element of Fire. 
 
It is my honor to present to you the Holographic, Etheric Imprint of the 12th Dimensional 
Light frequencies of the Fire Element. 
 
Breathe in deeply,  
as you invite these Light Codes to merge with your entire Unified Field……. 
 
You are already aware that Fire is transformative. 

 It may be used to remove or transform all that no longer serves you… 

 In your creations, Fire is electrical… which can be utilized as passion or 
enthusiasm that can give life to that which you wish to create… 

 Fire also can destroy, break down, and ultimately transform anything that blocks 
you…. 

 
Feel the warmth rise within your body, as you integrate the Light Codes…….…. 
So, please accept this powerful Fire Element in the state of Love and Grace  
 in which it is being offered……. 
 
I look forward to our next meeting.   
Until then, Blessings, Dear Friends!       [Pause] 
 
 
[14:12]  EARTH:  THE WHITE LION AND THE DEVAS 
Kindred Beings, We are the White Lion and the Devas,  
 representing all that compose the Element of Earth…….   
 
We are honored to be here and to present to you the Holographic, Etheric Imprint of 
the 12th Dimensional Light frequencies of the beautiful Earth Element……… 
 
As you receive this Light Code and take it in, allow it to merge with all aspects of you……. 
 
The Element of Earth  

 brings stability to you individually and to all you wish to create… 

 The Earth Element provides the platform to use ALL of the Elements… 

 Earth sustains Life on this Planet.  It sustains you.   
It allows your Being to know itself in its physical form…. 

 In your creations, the Earth Element brings grounding… 

 The Earth Element also serves to bind Air, Water, and Fire…… 
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[16:37]  EARTH:  THE WHITE LION AND THE DEVAS, cont’d 
 
As this Element moves deeper within you, let yourself feel 
 the Oneness with the Earth and all of the Elements and Elementals that it holds……. 
 
You are indeed a Spiritual Being…  and you do come from the Stars…… 
 However, while you are in the physical garment, you are also of the Earth……. 
Mother Earth and all of the Earth Elements have great Love for you  
 and support your Journey while you are here on Earth……. 
 
Take a deep breath….. 
 
 
Summary by the White Lion with all the Devas and Elementals: 
 
So, breathe in and know the Air element within you…. 
 and know yourself as Air…….. 
Breathe in and know the Water Element within you….. 
 and know yourself as Water…….. 
And breathe in and know the Fire Element within you….. 
 Now, come to know yourself as Fire…….. 
Breathe in and know the Elements of Earth within you….. 
 And know yourself as the Earth…….. 
 
As you come to know and work with these more refined, Light-filled frequencies of the 
Elements, much will change for each of you.  You will learn to move through your life 
experiences in new and profound ways, as you integrate higher and higher frequencies 
of who you really are……. 
 
Hold all of these Light Codes close within your body and Energetic Fields, as they 
integrate and merge……. 
 
All of these Elements are a part of YOU.  However, there is one Element that is more 
personal to you, and it is associated with your Zodiac sign.  That particular Element 
came in with you in a very strong configuration.  That Element has and does inform 
everything that you do in this incarnation, no matter if you have been conscious of it or 
not.  The season your birth Element is found in also influences you. 
 
Do you know yours? 
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[21:29]  Summary by the White Lion with all the Devas and Elementals, cont’d  
So, on Sunday, we will move to the next step. 
Going forward, as you experiment using these refined frequencies in your creations,  
 you will become an Alchemist in its highest and truest expression. 
We thank each of you for showing up and answering the call of your Soul,  
 as you walk the Earth with us for a short time. 
 

Much Love and Blessings from all of us who have been with you today.   
I am the White Lion with all the Devas & Elementals. We support you always. Blessings! 
 
[23:00]  Joan Summary:  Take a deep breath…  Be very present in the moment… 
 

This was a very important activation, as has been every activation that has taken place 
in the last two days.  They all build on one another and bring further the Unity of who 
we are more expressively within our physical creations and within our physical body. 
 

Our physical bodies are configured in the Elements, because we are part of the Earth.  
And so, this particular Imprint was a very important Imprint, because it is of the 12th 
Dimension, which is the original state of our bodies at the very beginning. 
 

So, as we return to that state, it stands to reason that we must have that full Unity 
complexity of us:  body, mind, and Spirit.  And the body is equally as important.   
This morning Metatron talked about that the Etheric body would be changing because 
of the Presence of the Light body.  Well, for that Etheric Body to change fully into a 
more refined Iteration of not only 5th-6th-7th Dimension but up through the 12th 
Dimension, it has to inform the physical body of these various changes, so the body 
itself comes into 5th Dimension, a 5th Dimensional expression. 
 

Well, the utilization  and the use of the Elements, not only in your creation but in your 
bodily function at that more refined level is very important.  So this is why this particular 
activation has taken place at this particular time, so that as this Etheric Body changes 
and informs the physical body of more of who it is, in its full expression, we begin to use 
the Elements in our creation and our daily life in that higher frequency range, so that all 
of our creations are unified and in perfection. 
 

So although this seems light, it is Light, because these Elements are expressing 
themselves in Light.  So, it informs the Light Body, it informs the physical body.  All this is 
creating a Unified Field of expression in the fullness of who you are in body, mind, Spirit. 
So this Unity piece, this last Unity piece, the 7th Dimensional final Iteration of the 7th 
Dimensional Light Template and the Unity of that was an important activation. 
Even though this particular part of our Conference was short, it was a vital part of this 
series, this activation of the Elements.   
 

[We closed with the Unity Prayer to help us in all our integrations throughout the rest of 
the day and evening.  See separate audio 2020-11] 


